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DESCRIPTION
A 6-year-old boy presented with asymptomatic cardiac murmur and was diagnosed by echocardiography to have a ventricular septal defect. Electrocardiogram (figure 1A,B) showed short PR interval, Δ wave and broad QRS complex suggestive of pre-excitation through right posterior pathway. The electrocardiogram also showed variable conduction with change in cycle length with variable QRS duration and morphology but the ‘P—beginning’ to ‘QRS—end’ duration remained unchanged suggestive of ‘concertina effect’.

The concertina effect is the progressive shortening of PR interval with corresponding widening of the QRS complex.1 In other words, the degree of pre-excitation demonstrates a cyclic pattern over the course of several cardiac cycles. The ‘concertina’ form of pre-excitation is a reasonably reliable predictor of a relatively long refractory period and thus a marker of low risk of sudden death.2 Other non-invasive markers include intermittent pre-excitation during sinus rhythm and the abrupt loss of conduction over accessory pathway with exercise or after intravenous procainamide. These are relatively specific but not very sensitive markers of long refractory period. The most certain method is the electrophysiological study of accessory pathway for refractoriness and the ability to conduct at rapid atrial rates.

The prevalence of Wolf-Parkinson-White syndrome (symptomatic WPW pattern) in childhood is estimated to be 0.4–2.2/1000 individuals.2 Although these patients usually have benign prognosis, the patients with short refractory period of

Figure 1 Electrocardiogram showing short PR interval with variable conduction (beat-to-beat change in PR interval with changing QRS morphology) over accessory pathway. Note that the ‘P—beginning’ to ‘QRS—end’ duration is same in all the complexes (eg, a, b) despite different morphology. Also there are positive Δ waves in leads I, II, aVR, aVL (A) and V1–V6 (B) with negative Δ wave in III and aVF.
Accessory pathway or multiple accessory pathways have risk of sudden death (0.1%). The symptomatic patients and the patients with short refractory period should undergo a definite treatment in the form of radiofrequency ablation.

**Learning points**

- Wolf-Parkinson-White syndrome usually have benign prognosis.
- Patients with a short refractory period of accessory pathway or multiple accessory pathway’s are at the risk of sudden death during an episode of supraventricular tachycardia.
- Concertina effect is a marker of long refractory period of accessory pathway.
- Radiofrequency ablation is the definitive treatment.
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